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Abstract 
We prove that for every separable, O-dimensional me&able space X without isolated points, 
such that every compact subset of it is scattered, the cocompact topology on the hyperspace of 
X does not coincide with the upper Kuratowski topology-that is, X is dissonant. In particular, 
it follows that the rational line is dissonant, and that there exist dissonant, hereditarily Baire, 
separable metrizable spaces. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
Since the first appearance of hyperspace topologies, one of the most natural and well- 
studied problems has been that of their mutual relationships, and in particular of finding 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the base space for two given hypertopologies to 
coincide. In this vein, the paper [2] and the recent book of Beer [l] collect a large number 
of results, and other results are known as folklore by experts in hyperspaces. 
In this paper, we deal with a crucial question in this context, which is still unsolved in 
its full generality: when does the cocompact topology coincide with the topologization 
of the upper Kuratowski convergence? Such a problem has been already approached in 
[3,6,7], where some important results are established. We prove here that for a large class 
of separable metrizable spaces, including the rational line, there is not coincidence. 
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1. Definitions and basic results 
If X is a topological space, we denote by c(X) the set of all closed subsets of X. If 
M is any subset of X, we put M + = {C E c(X) ) C C: M}. It is easily seen that the 
collection 
n, = {(Kc)+ ) I( is a compact subset of X} 
is closed under finite intersection, and hence is a base for a topology C on c(X), which 
is called the cocompact topology. 
For every net (Aj)jE~ of elements of c(X), we put: 
LQJA~ = {IC E X 1 W nbhd of 2: ‘dj E J: gj’ E J, j’ 2 j: V n Ajl # S}. 
The set Ls~~JA~ is called the upper Kuratowski limit of the net (AJ)jE~; observe 
that Ls~~JA~ = n,,, Ujlaj A,?. Also, for every net (Aj)jE~ in c(X) and for every 
A E c(X), we say that (Aj)jE~ converges to A with respect to the upper Kuratowski 
convergence (in symbols, (Aj)jeJ % A) if LsjE.1A.j C A. Let r be the collection of 
all subsets C of c(X) such that for every net (Aj)jG~ of elements of C and for every 
A E c(X), if (A~)~EJ z A then A E C (thus, r is the collection of the subsets of 
c(X) which are closed with respect to the upper Kuratowski convergence). It is easily 
shown that r is closed with respect to finite unions and arbitrary intersections, and hence 
it is the collection of the closed sets for a suitable topology TK+ on c(X)-the upper 
Kuratowski topology. 
It is easy to observe that 
Thus, we always have that C 6 TK+; a topological space X is said to be consonant if 
TKf = C on c(X), and dissonant otherwise. Let us also remember that if X is a T2 
first-countable space, then for every sequence (A71)nEd in c(X) and for every A E c(X), 
the three relations 
(JL)~E~ 2 A, (AJnEw TK+ A, and (&h, z A 
are equivalent. 
Finally, let us point out that, by [4, Proposition 2.61, a separable metrizable space X 
is consonant if and only if the cocompact topology on c(X) is sequential. 
2. The main result 
In [6] it is proved that every tech-complete space-hence, in particular, every com- 
pletely metrizable space-is consonant. On the other hand, Nogura and Shakhmatov [7, 
Examples 9.1 and 9.31 first proved that there exist met&able dissonant spaces; in the 
same paper (remark added in proof) it is announced a result by Alleche and Calbrix, prov- 
ing the existence of a dissonant, hereditarily Baire, separable metrizable space. Finally, 
Bouziad [3] (and a little bit later Fremlin) showed that the rational line is dissonant. 
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We prove here the following fact: 
Theorem 1. Every (strongly) O-dimensional separable metriz.able space X without iso- 
lated points. such that every compact subset of it is scattered, is dissonant. 
Such a result will follow from a series of constructions and lemmas we are going to 
carry out in this section. Thus, suppose X is a space satisfying the hypotheses above: 
by the observations of the preceding section, it will suffice to construct a collection C of 
closed sets of X, with 0 $ C and which is sequentially closed with respect to the upper 
Kuratowski convergence, such that for every compact subset K of X there is a C E C 
which is disjoint from K. 
Before defining the collection C, we need a preliminary lemma. In the following, 
whenever partitions are concerned, they are always intended not to contain the empty 
set. 
Lemma 2. There exists a sequence (Vn)nEw of open partitions of X such that Vo = {X} 
and: 
(a) Yn E w: Vn+l < V,; 
(b) Yx E X: {St(x,Vn) 1 n E } w ts a un f d amental system of open neighbourhoods of 
(c) ;; E w: VA E V,: card{B f V,,, ) B C A} = 2 
(property (c) states that, passing from any partition to the subsequent one, evev element 
of the first partition is splitted exactly into two parts). 
Proof. As X is O-dimensional of weight No, there exists a topological embedding j of 
X into the Cantor set 2” (where 2 = (0, 11). For every cp E 2<w, let 
hG = {f E zw I fldom(p) = cp}; 
then J/r, is a closed-and-open subset of 2” and, putting for every n E w, 
W, = {Ad9 1 cp E 2”, dom(cp) = n}, 
we have that (W) nEw is a sequence of open partitions of 2“’ with Wa = {2w} and 
which satisfies conditions (a)-(c) (with W, in the place of V,). For every n E w, 
put u, = {cp-‘(IY) I W E TV,}; then Ua = {X}, and using the fact that j is a 
topological embedding it is easily shown that (U 7L nEw is a sequence of open partitions ) 
of X which satisfies conditions (a) and (b) (with 24, in the place of V,). Condition (c) 
is not necessarily true, but we have a weaker form of it: 
(c’) Yn E LJ: ‘dA E Z&: (card{B E Z&+1 I B & A} = 1 or 2). 
Now we will use the fact that X has no isolated point, to modify the partitions U, in 
such a way that property (c) is satisfied. Put Z4 = UnEw L&, and for every A E 24 put: 
n.(A) = min{n E w 1 card{B E U,, ( B C A} = 2}. 
Such a minimum exists by properties (a), (c’) and (b), and the fact that X has 
no isolated point. For every A E U, let Br (A) and B*(A) be the two elements 
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of {B E &(A) 1 B & A}. w e will define by induction a sequence (Vn)nEu, of open 
partitions of X in the following way: put VO = {X}, and for every n E w put 
V n+l = U&V, (&(A), &(A)). 0 ne can prove simultaneously by induction on 71 that 
this definition is correct (in the sense that every V, is a subset of U, and hence that there 
exists Bi (A) and &(A) f or every A E V,), that every V, is an open partition of X and 
that V n+l < V, for every n. Also, we can prove by induction that V, < U, for every 
n, and hence property (b) for the sequence (Vn)nEw follows from property (b) for the 
sequence (Z&)nEw. Finally, property (c) is an immediate consequence of the inductive 
definition. 0 
In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we will associate to every z E X and n E w 
the set V(z, n), which is the unique element of V, containing 2; clearly, V(x, n) = 
St(z, V,), and hence for every 2 E X the collection { V(z, n) 1 n E w} is a fundamental 
system of neighbourhoods for IC. 
For every n, m E w and A E V,, define the collection 
P”(n,A) = {A’ E Vn+m ) A’ C A}; 
it follows by property (c) that each Pm(n, A) contains exactly 2m sets. 
Let L = {(n,f) InE w and f is a function from V, to { - 1 3 0, 1 }}. We define a 
function 11, from L to p(X), which associates to every element of L a union of ele- 
ments of Vn; precisely: 
$(n,f) = U{A E J’n I (f(A)1 = ‘> 
(where the symbol 1 . 1 simply denotes the absolute value). 
We will consider a suitable subset M of L. Let us define by induction, for every i E w, 
the subset Mi of L. put Ma = ((0, q)), where n is the function from VO to {-l,O, 1) 
having constant value 1. Now, suppose to have defined A4i for some 2^ E w, and let Mc+i 
be the set of all elements (6, f) of L which can be obtained in the following way. Take 
an element (n, f) of ill,, fix an n’ E LJ and also: 
- for every A E V, such that f(A) = 0, fix an element B(A) E Pn’+‘(n, A); 
- for every A E V, such that f(A) = 1, fix a function &I : ‘P’(n, A) -+ Pn’+’ (n, A) 
which associates to every A’ E Pn’(n, A) a set gA(A’) E Pi(n + n’, A’) (in other 
words, gA must be such that gA(A’) C A’ for every A’ E Pn’(n, A)). 
Now, for every A E V,, consider the function h.4 : Pn’+’ (n, A) -+ { - 1, 0, l}, defined 
as: 
PA = -1 for every A” E Pn’+l(n, A), if f(A) = -1; 
0, ii 2:: f i[ti’ if f(A) = 0; 
0 if A” # gA(A’),’ 
1 if A” = gA(A’), 
if f(A) = 1, 
where, in the last case, A’ is the unique element of V1L+7L/ such that A” 2 A’; or, 
equivalently, such that A” E P’(n + n’. A’). 
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Finally, put E = n+n’ + 1 and fl = UAEV, hA; in other words, f” is the function from 
v n+n,+l to {-l,O, 1) defined as j(A”) = hi, where A is the unique element of 
V, such that A” C A (or, equivalently, such that A” E Pn’+l (n, A)). 
We put A4 = UiEw A&. In the following, whenever an (6, f”) E M can be obtained 
from another (n, f) E n/r by a process as above, we will say that (6, f) is a successor 
of (n, f), and that (n, f) is a predecessor of (%, f). 
Lemma 3. If@, f”) is a successor of (n, f), then @(El, f^) intersects every element of V,. 
Proof. Let A E V,; by the above definition, it follows that in any of the three possible 
cases: f(A) = -1, f(A) = 0 or f(A) = 1, there exists at least one 2 E Pn’+’ (n,A) 
such that lhA(2)\ = 1, and hence If(*)) = 1. Thus: 
A n T,!@, f) = A n (U {A” E Vnfntfl 1 !(A”) = 1}) 2 ;?” # 0. 0 
Lemma 4. If (6, f”) is a successor of(n, f) (with E = n + n’ + 1) and A E V, is such 
that If(A)1 = 1, rhen for every A’ E Pn’ (n, A) we have that A’ n $(G, i) # 8. 
Proof. If f(A) = - 1, then j(A”) = - 1 for every A” E Pn’+l (n, A) and in particular 
f(A”) = - 1 for every A” E P1 (n + n’, A’): thus 
$(%j) =u {A” E L’n+nr+t I If( = l} 
2 u {A” E P’ (n + n’,A’) / If(A”) 1 = l} = UP’ (n + n’, A’) = A’, 
and hence A’ n +(Fi, f) = A’ # 0. 
If f(A) = 1, then by the above definition CJ.4 (A’) is an element of P1 (n + n’, A’) such 
that f(.g~(A’)) = 1; therefore 
,i,(% i) = u {A” E Vn+nf+~ 1 I@“)( = ‘} 2 gA(A’), 
and hence A’ n $@, f”, 2 gA(A’) # 8. 0 
Lemma 5. Let (n, f) E M and let ((n,, fm))m~w be a sequence of successors of (n, .f), 
with no < TLI < n2 < . . . . Then $4n, f) C Ls~E~ $(n,, fm). 
Proof. Given any ?E E +(n, f) and any neighbourhood W of ?E, we have to show that W 
intersects frequently the set $(n,, fm). Thus, let Ei be any arbitrary element of w, and 
choose an m# E w such that m# 3 5i and V(Z, n,r - 1) C W. The relation Z E $(n, f) 
clearly implies that jf(V@, n))I = 1, and as 
I/(:, n,# - 1) E Pnm#-+’ (71, V(:, n)) , 
we obtain by Lemma 4 that W n $(n,x, f,e) 2 V(Z, n,r - 1) n $(n,r, f,e) # 0. 0 
Lemma 6. Let (n, f) E hf. let D be a closed subset of X and x1, . . , xl be distinct 
points of X with the following properties: 
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(1) D n ?b(n, f) = 0 ( i.e., D & U {A E V, ( f(A) = 0)); 
(2) VA E V,: A \ D # 8 (by (I), this property is not automatic only for the sets 
A E V, with f(A) = 0); 
(3) vi E {l,... ,I}: f(V(Zi,7L)) = 1. 
Then there exists a successor (6, f) of (n, f> such that 
(Du{x,,.. .,x1}) n?qi,P) = 0. 
Proof. Let IV,, . . . , r/c; be pairwise disjoint neighbourhoods of 21, . . ,x1, respectively. 
For every i E (1,. . , I}, there exists ni E w such that V(xi, ‘II + ni) & Wi, and clearly 
this implies as well that Vn’ 3 ni: V(zi, 72 + n’) C I&$. For every A E V, with 
f(A) = 0, fix a point zA E A \ D (this is possible by (2)) and let n(A) E w be such that 
V(ZA, n f n(A)) n D = 0. As the set {A E V, 1 f(A) = 0) is finite (its cardinality is 
< cardV, = 2”), we can define: 
n’ = max({ni ( 1 6 i 6 1) U {n(A) ) A E V, and f(A) = O}). 
Put E = n+n’+ 1, and consider a successor (E, f) of (n, f) such that the sets B(A)- 
for A E V, with f(A) = O-and the functions C&-for A E V, with f(A) = l-which 
appear in the definition of f, satisfy the following conditions: 
VA E Vn: (f(A) = 0 =+ B(A) = V(z,,ii)); (4 
v’i E {1,...,0: SV(z*,n) (V(G, n + n’)) # V(Xi, 6) (*) 
(condidion (*) can be satisfied since, from n’ > max {ni, .. . , nl}, we have that the 
sets V(xi, 12 + n’) with i E { 1, . . ~ 1) are pairwise disjoint). We have to prove that 
$(E, f) n (D U (51,. , xl}) = 8, i.e., 
Thus, suppose to have any A” E Vii with If( = 1, and let A* be the (unique) 
element of V, such that A” C A*. We have the following possibilities: 
Case 1. f(A*) = -1. As 
D~U{AEV,,I~(A)=O} and 
{xl,...,~} C u{AN I f(A) = l}, 
we have that (DU{xt,. . .,xl})nA* =(d,andhencealso(Du{x~,...,x~})nA”=0. 
Case 2. f(A*) = 0. We have, by the same reasons as above, that (~1,. . . , xl}nA” = 0; 
thus it remains only to show that D n A” = 8. As f(A*) = 0 and If( = 1, the only 
possibility is that f(A”) = -1 and A” = B(A*); by (A), we have that A” = V(ZA*, E), 
and as 6 > n + n’ 3 n + n(A), we have that V(ZA*, ii) n D = 0. 
Case 3. f(A*) = 1. In this case, we have immediately that A” n D = 0, and hence 
it remains to show that Y’i E { 1, . . . ,1}: xi $ A”. Indeed, given i E { 1,. . , I}, the 
relations f(A*) = 1 and If( = 1 imply that f(A”) = 1 and A” = gA*(A’), where 
A’ is the unique element of Vn+n I such that A” C A’. Now, if xi $ A’, then clearly 
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xi $ A”; if zi E A’, then A’ = V(xi, n + n’), and also zi E A’ 2 A*, from which 
A* = V(xi,n): thus A” = gA*(A’) = gv(z,,n)(V(x:i,n + n’)), and hence by (*) we 
have that A” # V(xi, Z), which implies-as A” E Vc-that zi $ A”. 0 
We are now ready to construct our collection C. Put 
c = {c E c(X) I 3(n, f) E M: c 2 $(nT f,}. 
Clearly, 0 +J! C. Let us prove that C is sequentially closed with respect to the up- 
per Kuratowski convergence. Clearly, it will suffice to show that for every sequence 
((% f7rJ)rnEw of elements of M, there exists (nY f) E M such that 
,C’i(n, f) c: Ls,Ew$(%z, fm). 
Also, we can suppose that all the (nm, fm) are successors, because if for some m we 
have (n,, fm) = (0, Q), then we can replace (0,~) by any of its successors, and the 
Ls may only decrease. Thus suppose that, for every m E LJ, (&, fh) is a predecessor 
of (n,, fm). If there exists fi E w such that n’ m 6 Fi for every m E w, then-as the 
set {(n, f) E L 1 n 6 fi} is finite, and so is the set {(n, f) E M 1 n 6 ii}-it must exist 
some (6, f^) E M (with 6 < fi) such that (nl, f&) = (2, f^) for infinitely many m E w; 
thus-as the Ls of a subsequence is contained in the Ls of the original sequence- 
we can suppose without loss of generality that (n&, f&) = (6, f^) for every n E w. 
Now, look at the numbers nm: if there exists again an R# such that b’m E w: n, < 
n#, then the same argument used above shows that there exists (n*, f*) E M (with 
n* < n#) such that (n,,fm) = (n*,f*) f or infinitely many m E w, and hence it is 
clear that L~,E~$J(~z,, fm) 2 $(n*, f*). If, on the contrary, the set {n, / m E w} in 
unbounded, then we can suppose-up to passing to a subsequence-that m H n, is 
strictly increasing; as each (n,, fm) is a successor of (6, f^), we obtain by Lemma 5 
that LsnEw ti(%, fm) 2 $Gil f^). 
Now, suppose that the set {& j m E w} is unbounded: again, up to passing to a 
subsequence, we can suppose that m ++ n; is strictly increasing. By Lemma 3, each 
Q(nnL. fm) intersects every element of V,,, and as 
{ V(.r, i) 1 i E w} = { St(x, Vi) I i E w} 
is a fundamental system of decreasing neighbourhoods for every z E X, we have that 
for every x E X and every nbhd W of ZE, W intersects eventually (hence, frequently 
too) the sets $(n,, fm). Thus Ls,~w $J(G, fm) = X, and trivially X E C. 
We prove now that, for every compact subset of X, there exists an element of C which 
misses it. By contradiction, suppose that there exists a compact subset K of X such that 
VC E C: C n K # 0. Then we can define by induction a sequence ((n,, fm))mEiJ of 
elements of hf such that: 
(1) ‘dm E w: K n (U {A E Vn,, I f,(A) = -1)) = 0; 
(2) vm E w \ (01: P(K n +(n,, M) < P(K n ti(n,-l, fm-1)) 
(where, for every compact subset H of X, p(H) denotes the scattering height of H, that 
is the minimum ordinal Q: for which there is no point in H of scattering height equal to 
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a). Indeed, put (no, fo) = (0, q), so that condition (1) is trivially satisfied for m = 0. 
If we have defined (n,, fm) f or m < E, in such a way that (1) is satisfied for every 
m < E and (2) is satisfied for every m < 77% with m # 0, then we also have that 
K n $(n,, fx) # 0 (by the property of K); as 
is a closed subset of X, K n +(n,, f~) is compact, and hence it is scattered and its 
scattering height is a successor ordinal. Thus, put 2 + 1 = P(K n $(nz, f~)) and let 
Xl,..., 21 be the points of Kn$(n_iit, f~) having scattering height equal to G (the set of 
these points is finite, as Kn$(n~, f~) is compact); this implies that If~(V(zi, n,)) 1 = 
1 for every i E { 1, . . . , Z}, and by property (1) (for m = ?E) we have more precisely that 
V’i E { 1,. . , I}: fE(V(zi, n,~)) = 1. On the other hand, consider the set 
D=Kn(U{A~V,,~fK(A)=O}); 
then clearly D n G(n=, f~) = 8, and D is in turn a compact subset of X; thus D 
is scattered, and hence for every A E VnT;; (in particular, for every A E Vnx with 
f,(A) = 0) we have that A \ D is nonempty. Therefore we can apply Lemma 6 (with 
n = nC and f = f~). and we obtain a successor (n,+r, f~+r) of (nz, f~) such that 
(D u {z,, . . . , xl}) n $(n%+, , f=+,) = 0. First, we prove that 
Kn (U{A”tVn,+, I f~+l(A”) = -1,) =0. 
Indeed, if A” E Vn__+, is such that fE+l (A”) = - 1, then either A” G A where A E V,, 
and f=(A) = - 1 (in which case we have by property (l), with m = 7E, that K fl i = 0, 
and hence K n A” = @), or A” C 2 where A f V,,, f=(A) = 0 and A” = B(x) (see 
the definition of successor), in which case 
KnA”=Kn~nA”cKn(U(A~U~,~f~(A)=O})nA”=DnA” 
c: D n ~(~Ez+1, fEx+1) = 0. 
We prove now that p(K n +(n,+, , f~+~)) < p(K n $(TIE, f~)). First of all, observe 
that K n $~(n,+~, f5ii+l) g K n $~(n=, f=): indeed, as we have just seen that (1) holds 
form = FE+ 1, we have that 
Kni(~~+,,~~+l)=Kn(U{A”EV,,,+, I.k+dA”)=l}) 
= U {K n A” 1 A” E V+.+, and fx+r (A”) = l}; 
for every A” E Vnm+l with f~+r (A”) = 1, the set A E Vn, such that A” c A must 
have the property that f=(A) = 1: thus A C +(nT, f~), and hence 
KnA”c KnAc Kn$(n,,fE). 
This implies that p(K n+(nz+l,fE+l)) < p(K n$~(n~,f~)) = 2 + 1. As ZI,. . . qua 
are the only points of K n $(n~-, f~) h avm . g scattering height equal to G, and none of 
them belongs to K n q/~(n,+, , f~+r ), we have that 
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p(x, K n ~(~~+,, k+,)) 6 P(X, K n ~‘(~~r fd) < G 
and hence p(K n Q(TLE+I, f~+l)) < 6 < G + 1 = P(K n $(wE, hi)). 
This completes the definition by induction. But now we have a contradiction, as 
MK n dj(n,, fm)UmEw 
is a strictly decreasing sequence of ordinals. 0 
3. Consequences of the main result 
The dissonance of the rational line obviously follows as a particular case from Theorem 
1 of the preceding section, giving a new proof of the Bouziad result. Since every first- 
countable regular space which is not hereditarily Baire-that is, which contains a closed 
non-Baire subset--contains as well a closed copy of the rational line [5, Corollary 3.71, 
it must be in turn dissonant, as consonance is hereditary with respect to closed subsets 
[6, Proposition 4.21. On the other hand, it is possible to prove that there are spaces which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and are hereditarily Baire (cf. the result by Alleche 
and Calbrix, quoted at the beginning of Section 2). 
Theorem 7. There exists a subset X of wW with the following properties: 
(a) X has no isolated point; 
(b) X is hereditarily Baire; 
(c) evev compact subset of X is scattered. 
Proof. Let c be the cardinality of the continuum. We will define by transfinite induction, 
for every (Y E c, two subsets A,, B, of X such that A, n Bp = 0 for every (Y, /3 E c, 
and lAcyI, lBaI < max{lal,Na} for every Q E c. 
Let {K, 1 (Y E c} be an enumeration of the subsets of ww which are homeomorphic 
to the Cantor set, and {Qcl 1 o E c} be an enumeration of the subsets of w“’ which are 
homeomorphic to the rational line. Observe that, for every (1~ E c, z is a closed subset 
of wLJ without isolated points, and hence its cardinality is equal to c. - 
Now, define A0 = {z}, where ?E is an arbitrary fixed point of &a \ Qo, and put 
Bo = {jj}, where 1J E I(0 \ {TE}. Th en, suppose to have defined A,, B, for every (TV 
less than a given & E c, in such a way that A,, n Bar, = 8 for any Q’, (Y” < 6 and 
lA4,1, lBcYl 6 tcy for every ~1: < G-where tcy = max{lol,No}. For every x E Ucui& A,, 
and for every nbhd V of 5, the set V \ (Uaci, Bn) is nonempty (as 
I I 
u & < c <a < Cd, . <ii = Ecs < CL 
cU<& cU<& 
and this allows us to associate, to every z E UaEg A,, a sequence 
268 C. Costantini, S. Watson / Topology and its Applications 84 (1998) 259-268 
such that lim,,, yz.n = IC. Also, as I&a 1 = c and I(Uacs B,) U Q&l < c, we can 
select a point $j E Qh \ ((lJ,<& EL) U Q&j. Putting 
AB = {y} u 
1 
yz,n 1 z E u Aa, 12 E w 
LY<Ci > 
gives rise to a set whose cardinality is 
and such that AhnB, = 8 for every Q < 6. Now, the set UaGB A, has in turn cardinality 
6 [&I, and hence we can select a point z E KG \ (Uo/(B Aa). Putting Bh = {z}, we 
have trivially that B& n A, = 8 for every (Y < 2, and that ) B& ) < &. 
Now, putting X = UaCC A,, we have that X has no isolated point, does not contain 
any K, and cannot contain any Qcy as a closed subset. 0 
Observe that the above-constructed X is a particular Bernstein space. 
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